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EasyPeasy Quick Sort Paper System 
 

Purpose: To enable you to quickly triage and keep track of incoming papers/mail on a daily basis un-
til you have time to take further action. This system is separate and apart from a long-term reference 
filing system. 
  
Set Up: Create a space for 5-12 folders somewhere near the entry of your home or wherever you are 
most likely to sort mail and other incoming papers on a daily basis. (Tip: keeping the folders portable 

means that you can easily move your system to another room when the mood strikes.) These folders 
can take the form of manila file folders/pocket folders kept in a file box or magazine holder, hanging 
folders in a small file box, paper sorting trays, or an accordion file...whatever is most convenient for 
you to use.  
 

Include a slot or folder for each of the following categories and label accordingly:  

Category Name Description 

Action Anything requiring you to do something other than just filing, such 
as invitations that require an RSVP, forms or permission slips to 
complete, research items, appointments to make, calendar items 
awaiting entry, etc.  

File Anything that needs to be kept for future reference but doesn’t re-
quire any other action.  

Pay Bills and invoices requiring payment (these can also go into Action, 
but keeping them separate makes the bill-paying task easier). 

Read Newsletters, correspondence, magazines, catalogs  

Short-Term Reference Any papers not requiring further action and needed only for refer-
ence in the short term (less than one year). Examples would be 

information containing details of an upcoming event, such as a 
wedding, party or field trip; monthly school lunch menus; extra-
curricular activity schedules for the current season.  

Shred Anything you can discard that contains sensitive information  

Category Name Description 

Contacts Business cards or contact information waiting to be added to your 
address book or other contact management system (these can 
also go in Action, but keeping them separate makes them easier 
to find in the meantime)  

Coupons/Deals Only if you use these on a regular basis  

For [Insert Name] Any items someone else in the home must deal with (train them to 
check and empty this folder regularly...at least weekly) 
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 EasyPeasy Quick Sort Paper System (cont’d)  

 
Continued from previous page 

    
To Do Daily:  
 Sort all papers and mail brought into the home into the appropriate folders. This must be done 

before you go to bed at night.  
 Any papers requiring immediate action should be dealt with right away rather than filed in the 

folders.  
 Recycle or trash any papers that are not needed as you go through the pile.  
 If you have a backlog of old papers to go through, add one handful of papers from the backlog 

pile to the daily papers for today and sort accordingly. (Keep doing this step until the backlog is 

gone.)  
 Classwork/homework papers your kids bring home from school should be reviewed and placed in 

Action, File, Keepsakes or recycled. (Visit our Ask the Organizer section online at http://
www.easypeasyliving.com/ask-the-organizer.html where the question of what to do with all those 
school papers was answered!) 

  
To Do Weekly:  
 Visit and empty each folder at least weekly (more often, if required).  
 Make an appointment with yourself to perform the necessary task to empty all the papers in each 

folder. You can either have one  1-hour session to deal with all the papers or you can have shorter 
nightly sessions and deal with just one folder each night (e g file all To File papers on Monday, 
scan all To Scan papers on Tuesday, pay all bills on Wednesday, etc.).  

  
To Do Annually:  

 Go through your long-term reference system and shred or recycle any papers that are no longer 
needed (refer to “How Long Should I Keep It” document for guidance).  

 Remove papers that are still needed but are not likely to be accessed and store them with your 

archived papers to create more space in the active long-term reference files for new papers. 
Items in this category would be mortgage refinance/settlement documents, taxes 2-7 years old, 
older medical records, etc. 

Category Name Description 

Keepsakes Memorabilia or photos you want to keep that need to be added to your big-
ger “memorabilia” stash kept elsewhere in the home  

Receipts Only if needed for taxes, expense tracking, and/or returns 

Scan Any paper item you wish to keep in electronic form and waiting to be 
scanned  

Taxes A holding place for all current tax year-related documents until taxes are 
done so that everything is together when you are ready to do your taxes. 
After that, they will get filed in long-term reference or archives along with 
that year’s return and this folder will become available for the new tax year. 
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